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BOB MOCH MEMORIAL ENDOWMENT SCORING GUIDE
Established Criteria:
Award recipients shall be selected for their active involvement in the Marine Science Center and larger
community of Newport. Nominees shall exhibit the following five criteria, as detailed in the nomination
letter(s):

1. LEADERSHIP/DEDICATION
Nominee has leadership abilities related to building and strengthening our coastal community, and is a
good ambassador for the HMSC.
Examples: Volunteering with students, community organizations or fundraisers/food drives,
participating in arts community, beach cleanups, animal shelters, etc.
Scoring:
3: Exhibits leadership in coastal organizations
2: Regular participation but not as a leader or supervisor
1: Has participated in events, occasional participation in organizations
0: Does not demonstrate leadership abilities, is not an active ambassador for HMSC outside the
community.

2. CHARACTER
Nominee’s actions reflect high standards of scholarship, citizenship, and fellowship, which reflect
positively on their fellow students.
Examples: (May come from letters of recommendation) Hosting a journal club, giving guest
lectures, volunteering or supervising events, record of strong publication or presenting at
conferences, positive attitude (i.e. smiling face), positive contributor to student organizations and events.
Scoring:
3: Multiple, strong examples demonstrated of positive attitude towards peers, exhibits helpfulness
and reaches out to others in need; good academic standing and past scientific
presentations, publications, etc.
2: Some examples of positive attitude, helpfulness and good academic standing listed
1: Few, or less substantial examples of above criteria
0: Not in good academic standing,
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3. RESOURCE FOR HATFIELD COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Nominee contributes to the HMSC community in a number of ways so that the learning experiences of
students, faculty and staff are enriched.
Examples: Organising or leading; R User Group, professional development opportunities,
seminars, workshops, organizing soccer, walks to safe haven, birding trips, group walks, etc.
Scoring:
3: Long-term organizer or leader of activities listed above in examples
2: Short-term or past leader of some activities listed above, partial organizer
1: Support role, occasional help
0: Occasional participation, no history of organizing events

4. RESOURCE FOR NON-HATFIELD COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Nominee has engaged in activities that enhance learning for others within our local community, and is an
active member of the coastal community outside of HMSC.
Examples: Public presentations, science pubs, seminars, tours, library events, high school events,
spelling bees, Salmon Bowl, coaching sports, volunteering/working at aquarium, art
communities, cookoffs
Scoring:
3: Long-term organizer or leader of activities listed above in examples
2: Short-term or past leader of some activities listed above, partial organizer
1: Support role, occasional help
0: Occasional participation, no history of organizing events

5. MOTIVATION
Nominee conducts and promotes activities as a sharing, caring and educational endeavor, and not for
personal gain.
Scoring:
3: Letter strongly demonstrates multiple examples of the nominee both embodying these
qualities, and encouraging them in others.  Multiple examples of enthusiasm, dedication,
passion, etc.
2:  Exhibits qualities of enthusiasm, dedication and passion
1: Generic statements to these regards
0: No statement about these characteristics

